
 

Where shall we go today? Maybe HAITI, perhaps FRANCE? 
 

Or… would you like to go to some exotic land you’ve never heard of like 
NAIROBI? How fun it is to imagine traveling around the world! 

Take turns finding words that rhyme with: 
 
GLOBE   (lobe, robe) 

CHILI   (Billy, silly) 

BLUE   (clue, glue) 

GREEN  (bean, lean) 

Conversation Starters: Ask your child one of 

these questions to begin a conversation about the 
theme. 

1. Do you think the children in a country named 
Chile dress like you do? 

2. What kind of food do you think children in China 
eat? 

3. What kind of school do you think children in Africa 
go to? 

Book Topic & Internet Search 
Ideas  
Don’t forget that you can help your child create their own books by stapling or taping paper together in the form of a book. 
 

What shape is the Earth?          Different ways to travel around the world?                                                    

What country is directly on the other side of the world?         Hot countries                COLD COUNTRIES 



  

SUCCESS IN RELATIONSHIPS = SUCCESS IN LIFE: 

Acceptance, appreciation, and respect are all key components of living in a peaceful and more accepting world.  

Children from a young age learn about differences as something positive and interesting. Allowing them to learn in this way 

will allow them to become citizens of the world; and will be able to accept and find richness in other cultures as well as in 

their own. 

Activity: Mama's Saris 
Materials Needed: fabric in dramatic play area and colored dots 

Suggested reading: Mama’s Saris by Pooja Makhijani 

Discuss and explain facts about the beauty of a woman’s clothing in the Indian culture.  

 

Discussion points: 

 
Clothing 
The sari is one of the most popular garments worn by Indian women. A sari is made from a couple of yards of fabric, which 

are wrapped in such a way that one end forms a skirt and the other end is a head or shoulder covering. A short top called 
a choli is usually worn with a sari. 

These days the men generally dress in western-style clothing, but in rural villages, some men still wear a short sarong called a 
lungi, a longer sarong called a dhoti, which is pulled up between the legs. A lenga is a loose pant-style piece of 

clothing traditionally worn by men. 
 
Bindi Dot 
The dot that Indian women wear on the center of the forehead is known as a Bindi dot. Traditionally, it is a dot of red 

color applied in the center of the forehead close to the eyebrows, but it can also consist of a sign or piece of jewelry worn 
at this location, which is believed to be the center of wisdom. 

The bindi was a symbol of marriage, but now has become a mark of beauty and is worn by single girls as well as the 

married and can be found in a variety of colors and designs. 
 
 

Early experiences will increase a child’s awareness of the 
world around them. Learning about geography shows an 
early learner’s ability to notice, examine, and think about 
their own environment. Direct experiences in the home 
environment will build more accurate concepts of the 

planet.	

Research 
says 

 



 

 
Activity: Making connections 
Materials Needed: paper and markers 
 
Begin by placing two papers on the table.  
Label one paper with the name of a country you know about or 
want to learn about and label the second paper with the name 
of the country you live in.  
 
Start with making a list of things that you know about your country. 
Then investigate things about your chosen country, researching 
similarities and differences. You can find out information by asking 
a friend from the other country, going to the library, or researching 
on the internet.  
 
 

Geography is a vast and complex subject for early learners. All areas of play are important 
in the understanding of how people interact with others and the environment, and how things 

interact with the human race. 
 

Food comes from all different 

places! 

Experiencing the clothing, food, and even 

pronouncing some simple words will make a 

connection with your young child that will open a 

door of acceptance for not only cultural 

differences but other differences as well. 

Activity: Mangos and Bananas 

Materials Needed: mangos, bananas (can be 

frozen), milk, water or juice, blender and cups 

Explain to your young learner that mangos and 

bananas are tropical fruits native to India's rain 

forests. 

Collaboratively count the fruits and blend them 

along with a little juice or water to make delicious 

smoothies. 

 

Together, enjoy the delicious Indian inspired 

smoothies. 

 

LEARNING AND LOVING LANGUAGE 
Learning a few words of another language, or visiting a 
neighborhood where people speak a foreign language will 
introduce your child to other cultures. Make different ethnic 
foods, take your children to folk festivals, or watch movies or 
shows on television to influence a wide cultural spectrum. 
 

Activity: Love of Language 
Introduce your child to the meaning of “love” and allow them to 
understand that people from different places have different 
ways of saying it: 
 
Love (English)               Amore (Italian) 

Amour (French)      Lyublyu (Russian) 
Elsker (Danish)     Aloha (Hawaiin) 

 

Studies have shown that beginning 
early on the exposure to a second 
language provides proficiency later 
on in life.  It is also believed that 
"younger learners still possess the 
capacity to develop near native-like 
pronunciation and intonation in a new 
language." (Martha G. Abbott, Director 
of Education for the American Council 
on the Teaching of Foreign 
Languages (ACTFL). 

 



 

Geography at such a young age! 
Approaching geography as an adventure each time you work on learning about a new 
country will enhance your child's interest and love of learning.  Make the activities fun and 
remember, it is the essence of the moment that will create an everlasting love of learning.  
Create a simple passport and stamp it every time you begin exploring a new country. 

Activity: Mapping 

Materials Needed: Large and age appropriate map, individual map of Mexico for coloring, star or dot stickers, globe, 

coloring pencils, and crayons 

Suggested reading: Max celebrates Cinco de Mayo by Adria Worsham 

Begin by reading Max celebrates Cinco de Mayo by Adria Worsham. Allow for open discussion during and after reading.  

Together with your child, locate the country Mexico on the map and globe. Discuss where it is located in comparison to 

where you are. Provide a map of Mexico and have your child color it.  

If appropriate, discuss the capital city of Mexico (Mexico City) referencing your county’s capital city. Then using a star or 

dot sticker, mark it on their colored map.  

 

 Geometry can be Fun! 
Activity: The shapes of the 

American Flag 

Materials Needed: Cut outs per child of 13 red 

and white long rectangles, 50 white stars and a 

blue rectangle, glue, large white construction 

paper, American flag, and zip lock bags 

Show the child the shapes on the US flag 

allowing them to identify and name shapes if 

possible. Take focus to the stripes, stars, and blue 

rectangle.  

Provide your child with a zip lock bag with the 

cut-out pieces to create their very own US flag. 

Working together and referring back to the large 

flag as needed. This activity can be adapted to 

do any other country flag.  

 

Building blocks helps your child develop skills such as fine motor 
movements, shape identification, and the concept of how things 
work and fit together.  Allowing them to explore stacking items to 
create their own towers will be a fun way to further develop the 
awareness of the world around them as you tie it to the Eiffel 
Tower in Paris, France, or the Golden Gate Bridge in San 
Francisco, America. 

Activity: Building Bridges 

Materials Needed: Pictures of famous towers and bridges, Lego’s 

and any other stacking items such as cans, boxes, and open 

space.  

Suggested reading: Eloise in Paris by Kay Thompson 

Begin by reading Eloise in Paris by Kay Thompson. Focus on the 

many landmarks mentioned throughout going back to each 

landmark allowing open discussion and allowing your child to 

repeat the landmarks. Do additional research as needed 

focusing on the structure and allowing the child to make their 

interpretation using the building blocks available.  
 



  

 

 

Every spoken language has numbers! 
 
Activity: Uno, Dos, Tres! 

Materials Needed: Large writing paper with Spanish numeral words 
 
Begin by counting in your native language. Have your child count along 
with you and repeat as necessary. Then begin by introducing the Spanish 
numbers. Follow on by encouraging your child to repeat after you; assisting 
with pronunciation of each number in Spanish. If permits, challenge your child 
by pointing to a number and having them say the number in Spanish. You 
can then proceed with trying another language! 

Spanish 
 
1. uno (oo-no)        
2. dos (doss)  
3. tres (trace)  
4. cuatro (kwah-tro)                 
5. cinco (seen-ko) 
6. seis (say-ees) 
7. siete (see-ay-tay) 
8. ocho (oh-cho) 
9. nueve (nuay-vay) 
10. diez (dee-ace) 

Swahili 
 
1. moja 
2. mbili 
3. tatu 
4. nne                 
5. tano 
6. sita 
7. saba 
8. nane 
9. tisa 
10. kumi 

Spatial Awareness = Beginning Math Skill 

Learning geography is not just for spatial awareness and awareness of where we stand in relation to 
the world, but it encompasses so much more.  Awareness such as appreciation for other cultures, 
where a place is, where we are, how things move from one place to another, and so forth are some of 
the fundamental concepts learned through geography.  

Activity: Pretending to fly! 

Materials Needed: Large map (age appropriate), individual maps of India for coloring, star or 
dot stickers, globe, coloring pencils and crayons 
 
Suggested reading: The Road to Mumbai by Ruth Jeyaveeran 

Begin by reading The Road to Mumbai by Ruth Jeyaveeran. Allow for discussion throughout 
and on completion of reading. Together with your child, locate India on the map and the 
globe. Provide your child with the coloring page map and crayons and have them color 
India. Initiate the discussion of capital cities, highlighting capital cities that they may be aware 
of. Using the star or dot sticker, help your child find the capital city of India – New Delhi as well 
as any others.  


